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Contr ibution to the Life History of the Water Scorpion 

(Ranatra fusca, Pal.B.) 

Introduction. 

Ranatra fusca, the water scorpion, which is one of the con

.nonest and best known Hemipteroi$J, affords an excellent opportun

ity for a.n ecological study. The aim of this wor:t is to give the 

re sults of li1ve stigations made upon the adult from the standpoint 

of behavior, rather than to give any detailed account of the vari

ous stages in the life history. In its best sense ecology in -

eludes not only the study of an organism in its natural environ

ment- that is the relation of organism to environment- but also 

the relation of envi ronment to the organism- briefly speaki ng the 

inter-action of organism and environment . The ecology of the wat

er scorpion would, in this sense, include the behavior of the in

sect in its natural habitat and also the study of the structure as 

far as it , related to the peculiarities of the behavior . 

1. 

The adults upon mich these investigations were made were 

kept under conditions vmich as nearly as )OSsible repeated the nor

mal habitat . That is to say, that the aquaria were provided with 

floating bark, a sandy bottom, and a 11 shore" or bank that sloped 

gradually into the ~ater. During the fall these were kept out-of · 

doors but in the winter were plac ed inside . 

The earliest \vriters upon the Ranatra, which has been a 

fairly co®non subject of study, were interested only in the morph-

ological aspect . s early as 1680 Swammerdam (6) descri bes the 



Ranatra in his Bibel der Natur. He was followed in these descrip

tions by Frisch in 1728, and a little late~ by De Geer (2) who 

has a somev:rhat extensive account of Ranatra linearis (the European 

species) in his Memoirs. De Geer shows some knowledge of the nat

ural history also, as well as of the morphology. More recently 

(1884} Ranatra has been a subject of investigation from an anatom

ical and physiological point of view. s. J . Holmes (3) (1906) 

made a study of certain phases of the behavior - carrying on some 

experiments relative to the peculiar reactions of Ranatra. This 

work will be referred to more particularly later. 

About the same time J. de la Torre Bueno (7) made out the 

general features of the life history . A brief summary of the 

stages as observed by him is as follows: The eggs are laid in 

the Spring in the stems of water plants. They are white oval bod

ies with two filaments at one end that protrude from the stem in 

which the eggs are sunken. The time of hatching is from 15 - 20 

days. The young when they emerge are very little different from 

the adult. The time between the ha:tching of the eggs and the last 

instar ~aries from 45 - 50 days. Altogether the time from ovum 

to adult is between sixty and seventy days . 

A. Behavior. 

1 . General Responses under Normal aond it ions. 

The most striking thing about the behavior of the water scorp

ion is that it has apparently no behswior - just as the most no

ticeable thing about it is that in its natural habitat it is pract

ically unnoticeable . It is the most sluggish and passive of crea-

2 . 



tures at nearly all times, often remaining immovable for hours, ex

cept perhaps for a swaying of its twig-like legs in re~onsa to cur 

rents in the water. Its remarkably close resemblance to a. bit of 

dead vegetation- in which character it suggests the common phasmid, 

orttlralking Stick" - is greatly aided as a protective agency by this 
"' 

extreme passivity. At such times as it does become active it is 

noticeable enough, although these times are few. 

Typical Positions. Often the Ranatra. may be found upon the 

bottom of a pond or stream, o~ near the bottom, inclined head down

ward with its front legs folded upward and back or held straight 

before it. At other times, and this is apparently one of its most 

preferred positions, it is found half way between surface and bot-

tom clinging to submerged water plants.. Sometimes it rests upon 

the plant - always inclined head downward- or holds to a leaf or 

stem with one of its front claws. At times it rises to the surface 

where it remains with its breathing filaments protruding slightly, 

generally completely hidden among the vegetation of which it seems 

a part. When an unwary Backswimmer darts past this vegeta.tion,how

ever, the Ranatra. converts the passerby into a meal with one light-

ning stroke of the upraised claw. During the winter months that 

3. 

the Ranatm.s have been in the aquarium they have shown a marked tend

ency to come to rest on the underside of pieces of floating bark. 

The probable explanation for this is that the bark afforded a bette 

place of concealment than the slight aquatic vegetation that grew a 

the bottom. In the fall many of them came up on shore or out onto 

the bark; even in the early part of the winter a few came out on 

shore, and later also on occasional warm days. When a number are to-
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gether they show a propensity for becoming entangled with each oth

er- apparently they are very positively thigmotropic. Further evid 

ence of this is shown by the fact that in nearly all characteristic 

positions assumed they rest on or against oome object. 

Locomotion and Respiration. The Ranatra is not adept at any 

form of locomotion- a very natural result of its customary habits 

of inactivity . At times it swims slowly from place w place- poss

ibly in search of a more advantageous position as far as food is 

concerned. In swimming only the last two pairs of legs are nsed 

as a general thing- the first pair which have become modified for 

seizing and holding food, are occasionally employed to secure a 

more vigorous stroke. This occurs more often when the insect is 

disturbed by oomething unusual in its e21vironment. Handling by a 

person for some length of time will for example, eventually make 

the Ranatra seek to escape by attempting to swim rapidly. For such 

an attempt, which is not very successful, the front legs are called 

into use. The method of swimming is rather peculiar. slow for-

ward motion is obtained by a simultaneous movement of the second 

pair of legs backward and the third pair forNard. 

If the Ranatra moves about while on the sandy bottom or over 

rocks, it walks slo wly and awkwardly, and- as in swimming- uses 

only the second and third pair of legs. The legs are moved alter

nately, however, not simultaneously; the insect balances on the 

right of the second pair and left of the third while going fo~1ard 

with the others, and so on. Sometintes it attempts to walk by mov

ing its legs as in swimming- a clumsy endeavor- but apparently 

swimming and walking are equally natural to it. The front legs are 

occasionally used as a prop, see~ingly in an attempt to secure 



greater rapidity, as it was only when the insect had been taken 

out of the water and handled for a long time that it tried to 

scr~ble away in that fashion. Possibly with a manifestation of 

activity that may have been a primitive condition, comes also the 

earlier instinct to use three pairs of legs . 

When the Ranatra comes out of the water of its o~vn accord

as it was frequently seen to do both on the floating bark and on 

shore, though this does not accord with Holmes ' observation (3), 

that such a thing rarely or never occurs- it moves about very lit

tle. When it does seek another place it walks- crawls is a word 

more suggestive of its gait- slowly in the manner described above. 

Usually , unless it has come to shore for the purpose of flight,it 

remains quiet, dries off and returns to the water. The probabil

ity is that this frequent coming ashore which was observed is ra

ther abnormal. Certainly the Ranatra is very seldom found on the 

shore, though whether it may not seek the air oftener than is 

known, hidden by the vegetation that grows in the stream, cannot 

be said. It m9¥ also come out at night . But whether the frequen

cy of its occurrence is a normal thing or not, the reason for it 

is clearly connected with the function of respiration. 

5 . 

It would scarcely seem necessary for an insect supplied with 

breathing filaments, which however slightly protruded from the wat

er will allow air to enter the tracheae, to come to land to breathe 

Observations have shown that renewal of air is not a frequent ne

cessity . Ranatra will stay at the bottom of a pool for hours. The 

general inactivity of the insect makes this appear natural rather 

than otherwise , but if it were only supplied with air by the spir-
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acles at the base of the breathing tubes it would probably be oblig 

ed t o ·'Jome to the surface much oftener. The fact is that there are 

two pairs of thoracic spiracles which function in providing an ad

ditional air supply, though only Torre Bueno (7} has recognized the 

existence of these. He speaks of them, however, as being uaed in 

flight only, but while they undoubtedly do function then, they are 

also of use in taking in air from the air chamber under the wings. 

That is, these spiracles are located on thethorax under the anter

ior wings, which when the insect is in the water, are securely fast 

ened down, enclosing a chamber that contains air which must enter 

these spiracles. It is most likely this additional air supply that 

enables the Ranatra to stay completely submerged for so great a 

length of time. But this air also would have to be renewed, which 

could only take place while the insect was out of the water. Even 

normally then it must come to shore at times- the frequency with 

which that took place in the laboratory aquarium may have been due 

to the fact that the water co nd i tiona were not as favorable as they 

would be in a pond or stream. It is scarcely possible, however, 

that Holmes (3) is correct in his assumption that "it rarely or 

never comes to shore of its own accord'' . At certain times it must, 

merely for the necessity of refilling this air chamber. 

There is another purpose for which it comes to shore, how

ever,- that is for flight. But this method of locomotion is not 

a common one and occurs only at certain times. It will be consid

ered later, therefore, with the special reaction with which it is 

closely connected. 

Response to various Stimuli. From the fact that Ranatra is 



found in secluded places, in rather shadowed corners, it might be 

i nferred that it reacts negatively to light. This is especially 

true when in its natural habitat. In its usual resting attitude 

when quiet and sluggish it is prevailingly negative in reaction. 

With an increase of temperature it often becomes positive, especi

ally if it has been wrought up to any degree of excitement. In 

such a condition, in which it is attuned to thermal stimuli, it 

i s markedly positive. Normally the reaction varies, then, under 

certa in usual conditions being negative, under exciting conditions 

positive. Certain phases of the positive reaction are very curi

ous- they w.ill be considered more extensively later. 

7 

Ranatra apparently does not distinguish objects as definite 

objects. For example, if a fly on the end of a needle or forceps 

is held motionless in front of the water scorpion the latter will 

make no attempt to seize it. But if it be moved about in the water 

it will soon be clasped in the knife-like front claws of Ranatra; 

the motion evidently having attracted notice. One writer suggested 

that the contact stimulus was necessary to make the Ranatra seize 

its prey. This is not the case. Tangled up in the aquatic vege

tation it is always rea~ to grasp any passing insect. It may not 

do so for hours together, but when it is hungry the first unlucky 

insect that swims by is quickly seized. The victim may have un

suspectingly come into direct cantact with the weapons of Ranatra, 

but those that pass near enough to be seized are taken quite as 

readily as those that actually enter the grasp. 

The Ranatr.adoes not follow the insects upon which it preys. 

At certain intervals while resting quietly among the water weeds 



it snatches one of the passing insects. The act of seizing in it

self is done with such startling rapidity that it is difficult to 

see the motion. One moment a Notonecta is darting past the ever

upraised claw, and the next it is firmly clasped, without an on

looker being able to see the lightning downward stroke that impris

ons it. When the water scorpion has seized its food it usually 

holds it with one claw and runs its beak over the body seeking for 

a place to pierce and suck. It m~ shift it from claw to claw, or, 

after once piercing it, often holds it impaled on its beak- while 

devouring one victim it is still free then to seize another. They 

feed on Notonectas which were about the only insects in the labor

atory aquarium which were available for food, but doubtless they 

eat al~st any soft bodied insects. 

Some of those in the aquarium appeared to grow more hungry 

toward ~ring- during the cold winter months they showed little 

disposition to eat. But in the spring they would continually 

snatch at anything that passed them. They struck at the Zaithas 

which were not only quite useless to them as food, but Which were 

even in the habit of themselves dining off the Ranatras. Pieces 

of paper were held in front of them on needles and were seized, 

but almost immediately discarded. Leaves moved in front of them 

were taken also, and an attempt was made by Ranatra to pierce and 

suck them, but they were shortly cast aside. When bits of raw 

beef were offered to them, however, they not only seized them bu' 

con-tinued to su.ck them for oome time. Evidently the same enjoy

ment was derived from the beef juice as from the blood of the in

sects which more customarily constitute their meal s. They ~uld 

F: • 
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nab at anything in moti on but only in two instances out of many ex

periments were they seen to follow the moving objects. Normal ly 

they wait for the prey to come to them; and in the pools and 

streams which they inhabit they are well supplied by the unfortun-

ates that mistake them for vegetation. The instinct to seek de-

liberately for food is overshadowed by that for concealment . 

Another indication of their sensitivity to moving objects 

is seen in the fact that if a person comes toward a glass aquar

ium in which they are, or passes a large object near it.they im

medidtely cease even the slight swaying motion of the legs often 

observed as they cling to the weeds. This cessation of all move

ment has bee.YI called "deceptive quiet 11 • It is not particularly 
-marked, however, wten the insects have become accustomed to any-

one's being near the aquarium. It could not be induced in those 

which had been kept in captivity for some time . It is probably a 

reaction due to fear, at least it is a natural way for these in-

sects, that depend upon concealment and waiting for food and safe

ty, to react when governed by fear. Caution must be their watch

word if they are to succeed in maintaining life amongst other in

sects which are equipped for an active condition . In the lines in 

which this insect has developed, loss of ability to move swiftly, 

together with great s ecializati~n of external form that insures 

protective resemblance, such a reaction may very well have been 

evolved as a benefit to the species. Certainly it vtould aid in 

its protection . The Ranatra that responded to fear as other in

sects do, by trying to escape rapidly, must have been early elim

inated- anything could catch a water-scorpion- ard the reaction 



shown in loss of motion of all kinds would have been an aid at 

least, if not a necessity. for the perpetuation of the species. 

2. Special Reactions. 

The two most noticeable phases of the Ranatra's behavior 

that have been designated as "special reactions" are the death 

feint and the phototactic response. Some observations made in 

the laboratory here appear to be explanatory of certain points 

that have been misunderstood or unnoted before. It is with the 

view to the possible value of such explanation as these afford, 

that the reactions are considered here as they have been discus

sed fully before by Holmes (3)- as mentioned above- though from 

a different standpoint. 

(1) Death feigning. 

The general behavior of Ranatra shows very clearly that its 

whole course of action, so to speak, is one of inaction. The in-

10. 

stinct of "watchful waiting" so controls it that for the most part 
~ 

an inanimate stick Shows about as much activity as a water-scorpion. 

It is not peculiar then that the death feigning instinct is remark

ably developed in this insect. Holmes (3) has conducted numerous 

experiments in this connection. Similar ones carried on here sho 

practically the same results. A summary of the important factors 

is as follows: 

rhen picked out of the water or thrown out by means of for

ceps the Ranatra almost immediately becomes motionless. At times 

this response is not elicited, but handling or rolling about in 

one's fingers never fails to call forth this "death feint" unless 
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the insect has become accustomed to such a stimulus. The positionJ 

assumed by Ranatra at this time may be any awkward or unnatural one 

but the usual one is that with the front legs stretched directly 

out in front and the second and third pair held straight back under 

neath the abdomen. The general resemblance of Ranatra to a stick 

is i ncreased by this- the stick is straight now without even the 

t wigs of legs showing . 

Holmes (3) has pointed out that the condition of the insect 

at this time is one of "complete tetanus". The body and legs are 

in a state of great rigidity. When a death feigning Ranatra is 

picked up by the outstretched front legs it may be held. so a long 

time without the legs bending. It is difficult to tell whether 

this is true when the insect is under water or not. It is poss-

ible to bring one up from the bottom to the top of the acquarium 

by a stretched out leg without that leg ' s bending. St~ll the rig

idity of the legs evidenced by the inability on the part of a per

son to move them from the position assumed in the death feint, is 

not seen in those in the water- in the condition of "deceptive 
~ 

quiet" the legs may easily be moved about with a needle or forceps. 

In certain experiments Holmes (3) carried on, he found that 

the death feint practically removed sensibility to pain . He tried 

cutting off their legs, bits of the abdomen, even the thorax , but 

they gave, as he said- "not even a wince". Apparently the death 
. 

feint dominates for the time all the normal responses . 

The duration of this condition is lessened by repeated feints . 

As an ordinary thing the feint continues from a quarter to three 

quarters of an hour- less at times. One or two observed here 

feigned death for an hour and a quarter at a time. It was found 
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that continued eliciting t>~ the feint made the duration of each suc

ceeding one less and finally the insect refused to feign any long

er . This is suggestive of the facts in connection with the decept

ive quiet in the water. which was an attitude no longer assumed 

after the Ranatra had become accustomed to a person's being near 

the aquarium. Apparently they also become used to being handled 

out of the water. 

The conclusion that Holmes (3) comes to in connection with 

this strongly marked instinct- that it can scarcely be of any use 

to the insect- does not seem tenable. He of course based this 

upon the supposed fact that Ranatra did not come to shore and the 

death feint only took place when it was out of the water. The 

fact that it does come to shore of i .ts own accord- and also the ne-

ness:lity for its so doing- has already been explained. An insect 

so modified as Ranatra., such an awkward and slow walker, would 

have no chance of escape from land enemies in the usual insect way. 

But a stick lying upon the bank v.ould be likely to escape entirely 

the notice of any bird or animal in dearch of prey; and a stick is 

all that Ranatra appears to be when in the death feint. The sgme 

stick in motion v.ould be a fairly easy prize. . So that at least 

it seems a little hasty to say that the death feint can be of no 

~. cons ide ring that it obviously affords protection when the Ran

atra is out of water. Such a co nclusion based upon the supposition 

that it does not leave the water is not unreasonable; but since it 

has been found to be contrary to the facts, there is reason for be

lieving that the instinct which results in the evident protection 

of Ranatra is of use and has been of evolutionary value. 
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The question of what the death feint really is is another 

matter . It might be assumed to be the result of fear and there 

seems to be no good objection against this assumption. It has 

been stated that "of fear in the ordinary sense the Ranatra shows 

no sign"- what was meant by this was that it does not try to run 

or fly when handled . It might, however, be just as truly said 

that of hunger,in the ordinazy sense, the Ranatra shows no sign; 

certainly it does not actively go in search of food as do most in

sects . The general reactions are so modified by the dominant in

stinct for concealment and inactivity that it would be strange if 

the response to fear alone were similar to that of other insects 

and contrary to its habitual methods of response. The function 

of fear is primarily protective- in the presence of an unknown or 

dangerous object an animal reacts in a way that eli· inates the 

danger as far as possible. The locust, which has strong wings 

and is in the habit of using them, flies away. The water scorp

ion, ·which has neither strong legs nor wings, nor is in the habit 

of using them, remains even more quiet than usual. It is diffi

cult to see why this is not as much a result of fear as the other. 

The phenomenon of deceptive quiet in the water has been descFi~ed. 

Holmes (3} states that this "may have some relation to .vhat is 

spoken of as the paralyzing effect of fear in higher animals". 

If the reaction in the water can be ascribed to fear it seems 

scarcely necessary to go any farther than such an explanation for 

the very similar reaction of the death feint out of water . 

There is, of course, the fact that the Ranatra does not 

"feign death" in the water , meaning by this that the peculiar muse-

-ular rigidity of the so-called death feint is not a characteristic 



of deceptive quiet. Still it is possible that this may be only a 

difference in degree . The Ranatra is less accustomed to being 

out of the water and the stranger stimulus might well result in 

greater fear which shows itself in the insects not only becoming 

moti onless but thrown also into a state of extreme tensity. That 

the effect of both wears off under familiarity bears this out

though of course in the case of the. death feint it might also be 

attributed to exhaustion. Those that becsme indifferemt to 

handling showed activity, however , rather than exhaustion. 

The death feint would not be as useful in all insects as 

in Ranatra. Belostoma (5), i n which this reaction is fairly 

common, would scarcely be so benefited in a protective way. Co m

bined as in Ranatra, however, vdth the extexn ~l resemblance to 

sticks or twigs , it becomes a definite protection. There is no 

reason why this might not hawe been evolved as a beneficial re

action for the species , considering its evident usefulness. It 

seems probable that the death feint and deceptive quiet are merely 

different manifestations of the same thing, varying as the insect 

may be on land or in the water. In whatever way they have become 

established they are quite in accord with the general responses, 

which all tend toward increasing the efficiency of a mode of life 

dependent upon powers of concealment. 

(2) Reaction to Light. 

The reaction of Ranatra to light presents a different prob 

lem. The behavior of the insect when wrought up by certain stimu

li of light and heat is curiously at variance nith its general 

sluggish stolidity. The reason for the unusual activity will have 

14. 
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to be found elsenhere than in the customary peculiarities of be

havior . The re.sul~s of experiments ,vhich were carried on in the 

coldest _part of winter are as follows : 

In the large glass aquarium the Ranatra were negative or 

indifferent in res onse to light , -they remained in the dark or 

moderately lighted parts in contact with some object in the flater . 

Holmes (3) showed this to be due to the effect of contact st imuli 

which always induced a negative res-ponse . 

llhen swimming in a small glass dish one or two once showed 

a faint positive response tonard an electric light he~d i n differ

ent positions near them but this occurred once only, out of many 

experiments. The:r ~pe ared to be negat iva almost entirely, or 

indiffe-ent. This is not in accord with Holmes ' eJ eriments for 

he obtained almost invariably positive res onses. T e difference 

can probebly be attribute to the fact that the extremely l ow 

temperature at the time of my experiments would influence their 

reactions- lone!ing the temperature directly, always induces a 

negative response. In the fall and toward spring those in the 

smaller dishes gave a positive reaction- seeking the side of the 

J.ish u 011 vmich the light fro' the window fell . 

hen taken out of the water and laid on a table they first 

feign death. fter coming out from this they react positively. 

They first walk and then fly toward the vvindow and buzz there a 

moment , when they fall and remain quiet for some time , after ~hich 

they seek the light once more . The flight is rather weak under 

these conditions . 

If an electric light is passed back and forth over an insect 

that is out of the water , it will respond at first by turning the 



head from side to side. Then it will begin to follow the light 

in an~r direction it rnay be held - going in a fo zward direction or 

around in circles . It walks toward the light at first, scrambling 

hastily along in a very different manner from its customary aim

less crawl . Soon it begins to fly, end reaching the light flies 

frantically around it, until it finally may fall,when it begins 

the whole performance over again. Though the positive phototaxis 

was evident enough in those stimulated by the ordinary daylight , 

it ·;ias much more marked and dominant when the stimulus was an 

artificial light- electrici"t1J or gas. 

When it once begins to react positively it is wor:-red up to 

such a state of excitement that handling at this time very seldom 

elicits the death feint though it did in one or two cases. The 

flight was very well sustained, ap arently the more excited they 

become the more activity and strength they gain. 

Holmes carried on many more experiments, all of ·.vhich show 

practically the same main features - the entire dominance of the 

insect by the light, and the violent and continuous efforts to 

reach it hen out of the ;,vater and subjected to the stimulus of 

strong artificial light. He coLcludes that the strong positive 

reaction is a reflex response of the leasure-pain type and art

icularly useless ir. Ranatra. T e crea. ture merely seeks the light 

because it is so constituted that it derives a leasurable sen-

sation from the "stupid erformance" . It is of no use ihatever , 
~ 

he thinks, in no way related to any customary activities of the 

water-scorpion , anl only remarkable for the strength of ita mani-

fe st a.ti on. Observations of some actions of the Ranatra in the 

natural environment, however, (in as far as the laboratory condi-

16. 



tions may be said to correspond to these) indicate that the re

action has a definite value and place in the life history of this 

form. 

17. 

The Ranatras brought into the laboratory all showed unmist

akable tendency, in the warm days of late fall , to seek the shore. 

This common corning ashore was combined with the flight toward the 

window of several and attempts at flight of others. This took 

place in the daytime. The flight was not long nor particularly 

well sustained in any case. .After reaching the window they usual

ly buzzed there a moment, then fell to the floor . These had, of 

course, come to shore of their own accord . A couple which had been 

left in an aquarium, which was uncovered and placed outside the 

window, at this same time disa peared one bright moonlight night. 

They app .a;re 1t 1y took unto themsel vea, not only wings, but a strong 

power of flight. Such a disappearance might have been accidental, 

of course, but a repetition of the same thing occurred during a 

season of warm weather in January, when two left a small uncovered 

aquarium inside the laboratory one moon1.ight night. They must have 

flown about the laboratory for some time- no trace could be found 

of them on the floor under the windows where they would have fall

en -had their flight been weak . There were others in a covered a

quarium at the time but of course it could not be stated whether or 

not they attempted flight. A third instance which gave unmistak

able evidence that Ranatra. not only leaves the water of its own 

accord but seeks the light at night , waich the disappearance of 

these others plainly indicated- was observed in a warm night in 

February. .At this time one came out f:rom the water while it was 



being watched- dried off on the shore, and flew around a gas 

light in the middle of the room, the flight being strong and con

tinued for some time. 

18 

It had been well enough shown, of course, that Ranatra would 

fly to a light when taken out of the water, but the fact that at 

certain seasons, at least, it came out naturally and sought the 

light at night was not recognized. . The establishment of this 

fact shows that seeking the light is not a phenomenon unrelated 

to any other a.ctivity as Holmes supposed, but definitely connected 

with the flight which obse!'Vation w:>uld indicate occurs in the fall 

and spring. li possible explamtio.n for this habit is that of its 

connection with the instinct for distribution and reproduction. 

This instinct, which is a fundamental one in all insects is period

ic in its functioning. For aquatic insects the ~ring and fall are 

the seasons for its appearance. The activity of the Ranatra, 

noticed both in those which came to shore in unusual numbers and 

in those that flew away, suggests the appearance of this instinct. 

The arousal of the positive response at these seasons is 

undoubtedly due to the appearance of this instinct which creates a 

degree of excitement in the insect. Then when the positive photo-

taxis begins it continues- the Ranatra comes to shore, and, guided 

by the light flies to its destination. That such a sequence of 

events takes place is conclusively established by those that flew 

away on bright nights. The light to which they normally re~ond 

is apparently moonlight, certainly not daylight. This is suggest

ive of a certain general fact in regard to the phototactic response 

of any insect. It is probably not the light that attracts insects, 
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but that the light is to them (under certain attuned conditions) a 

means of guidance to desired places . We scarcely could suppose that 

insects fly to the moon though we know they fly in the moonlight. 

But if it were the source of light that they "liked". if the light 

really attracted them (as we seem to assume about their flight in

to a flame or electric light) they would logically have to fly dir

ectly to the moon. Probably the actual fact is that the positive 

response in natural conditions leads toom to seek open places in 

the woods or along streams which are more brightly lit than the 

surrounding regions; and where they find their fellows or a more 

favorable habitat. Thus their flight in perfectly normal condi

tions, tho directed no doubt by the positive phototaxis, shows 

that a greater intensity of light in one region than another is 

merely a guide to them in reaching what they desire . In all like

lihood the artificial light into which they fly directly, deceives 

them. It presents a greater degree of illumination than the sur

rounding areas and t bey might very naturally mistake it for the 

kind of a region that they normally seek. But that they simply 

~ an artificial light and so fly to their death, is an unreason-

able supposition. The development of such an instinct merely to 

seek light regaidless of consequences would be unnatural . In all 

probability the artificial light deceives them as explained and 

the normal positive phototaxis which has been developed enables 

them to use greater intensity of light as a guide to different 

habits. 

The activity shown in the phototactic response of Ranatra which 

is extraordinary for this insect, is not oo remarkab l e when consid

ered as a coordinate o.f the :function~ng of the instinct of repro-
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duction and distribution. That there should be a reversal of 

the ordinary mode of action is scarcely peculiar considering that 

the appearance of su.c h an instinct arouses physiological complexes 

that are unusual enough themselves to produce reactions indicative 

of exciteroont. 

The act of flight in itself is always accompanied by def-

inite preliminary preparations. The Ranatra never flies when the 

upper wings are wet, It lies perfectly flat on the shore with its 

front legs straight out in front of it and its hind legs back -

much as in the death feint- until it is dry, when it rises on its 

legs. '1hile in this position it opens its anterior wings slightly, 

first raising the covering membranous flap of prothorax. This is 

accoml; anied by respiratory movements of the abdomen,- the breath

ing filaments are worked vigorously up and down on each other. 

Then the body sinks until it touches the ground. During this time 

it rubs its eyes in a singular fashion with the tarsi and sp ineson 

its front legs as though scraping off anything that might cling to 

the eyes and h~nder sight. It also rubs its anterior wings with 

one .of its hind legs. Then it moves its head rapidly from side to 

side as it did in response to a swaying light. Immediately after 

this it doubles its front legs up and backward and flies. 

One that was observed went through oome of this preparation 

but could not seem to separate the anterior wings. It rubbed them 

vigorously but they still remained closed. The struggles the Ran

utra went through with were comically suggestive of a person at

:t:e·.m~t ing to unfasten a garment fastened behind. The manner of fold

ing back the front legs when flying is interesting, the ssme move

ment takes place when the Ranatra is handled beyond the death 



feigning limit- it is as though it were protecting its eyes and 

ready to strike a blow. 
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The positive reaction to light is obviously useful to the 

water-scorp ion at the time of seasonal flight in being the factor 

that controls the direction of flight. The insect must be guided 

eventually by the light to another pond or stream. Enough is not 

known of the mating habits of this for~ to say to how great an 

extent the reproductive instinct is involved but the instinct of 

reproduction and of distribution are very closely connected. flheth

er it be for a nuptial fl. ight, as in the case of the moth, or wheth 

er a means of direct guidance by reflected light to another stream 

as in the case of Belostoma, the reaction to light serves to dir

ect the seasonal flight. The response can no more be considered 

useless than can the positive reaction that serves a similar pur

pose in the moth or electric light bug. 

B. Structural Modifications. 

While the study of behgvior is the important aspect of any eco

logical consideration, the question of how far the structure has 

kept pace with the behavior during the history of the creature is 

of moment . All organisms show adaptions of course,-the aquatic 

insects as a group display remarkable fitness structurally for thei 

mode of life. Ranatra is a good example of this, illustrating the 

general modifications natural to the aquatic tribe as well as 

the individual adaptations peculiar to this species. 

Naturally the most obvious and striking modification is that 

of its general appearance. With its stick-like behavior Ranatra 
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has developed also an external likeness to a stick. It is not per

haps quite so perfectly modified in this respect as the phasmids 

which are known of course as the "walking sticks". The resem-
~ ~ 

blance is remarkable though, and effective in securing the conceal-

ment that is a necessary accompaniment of a life of inactivity. 

The peculiar position assumed by Ranatra, invariably inclin

ed upside down in the water, arouses the question of how it main

tains its equilibrium. Baunache (1) has shown that aquatic insects 

are either passive or active in regard to equilibrium. Most are 

passive, that is maintain a position without any effort on their 

part, but merely by rm a:ns of the shape of the body, by "distribu-
..., 

tion of the masses". Those whose bodily shape does not insure 

equilibrium possess special static organs and sometimes even those 

with passive equilibrium also possess such organs. Baunache point

ed out that this was the case in Nepa; and their function in that 

insect is to give awareness of positions assumed when the Nepa is 

crawling over the stream bottom and up and down banks. The organs 

are three pairs of stigmata- like structures on the ventral side of 

the abdomen . Ranatra possesses these same organs (Plate I) and the 

function is undoubtedly the same as in Nepa- they are organs of e-

quilibr'it tion. Locy (4) considered them to be spiracles and func-

tional, which is hardly possible as they axe quite unconnected with 

tracheae. Torre Bueno (7) recognized that they were not ordinary 

spiracles but says that their function is unknown, suggesting that 

nthey may be used in extracting oxygen from the water by osmosis." 

But B ·~ache (1) proved beyond doubt that they are static organs, 

and serve to orient the body when the insect crawls over inclines 
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in the water bed. The fact too~ , that Ranatra for the most part 

lives in streams where there is a continual source of food supply 

constantly passing its hiding place suggests another reason for 

the possession of these static organs. In the running water, if 

it is to remain quiet and concealed as it must to secure its food, 

and at the same time upside dovm, it would obviouSly be in need of 

such organs to maintain its equilibrium. 

Another modification related to the habit of waiting in con

cealment for food to come to it is seen in the structure of the 

head and eyes. (Plate II) The head may move freely fxom side to 

side, but furthermore the eyes are almost stalked and nearly ~heri 

cal so that the insect can observe motion from any direction. Be

sides the ability this furnishes to detect food it also provides a 

means for looking out for enemies in all directions. 

An adaptation to the aquatic mode of life ~h ich is not pecul

iar to Ranatra but present in this form, is the wey in which the 

antennae are carried in pits on the ventral side of the head. 

(Plate II) In Belostoma they are sunk in much deeper pockets . Of 

course this disposal of the antennae avoids friction in swimming. 

The occurrence on the antennae of a few sensory hairs indicate that 

they still function during flight. The mouth parts of Ranatra are 

typically Hemiptero'Q.~ and not modified from the suctorial type. 

Active locomotion being a rare matter with Ranatra, one would 

expect that the legs wou~d be modified, as is the case. The long 

twig-like legs do not serve particularly well for walking and swim

ming but their manner of modification does contribute to the resem

blance of Ranatra to a piece of d~ed vegetation. This type of 
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modification differs essentially from that found in the legs o~ 

many aquatic insects which develop as very good oars- needed by 

active swimmers. The f1~nt pair (Plate III) are modified very ef

fectively as grasping organs. When waiting for prey the tibia 

and tarsus are usually held slightly t aised, (Plate III-A), some

times they lie in the groove of the femur. To sei~e anything the 

upraised joints close swiftly; and the insect is securely pinned 

in the knife-like clasp. (Plate III-B) The projecting hook on 

the femur renders the grasp even more sure . 

In connection with the respiratory system the Ranatra has 

two very long fil~ents united into a tube, at the base of which is 

a pair of large spiracles protected by hairs . The other pairs of 

functional spiracles discovered have already been described. (Plate 

IV-A) The protection of these by the wings snd prothoracic mem

brane is an adaptation to the aquatic condition. They must be made 

secure from entrance of the water while the insect is in the stream. 

The raising of the anterior wings early in the preparation for 

flight is probably for the purpose of more completely filling the 

trache3.e connected with these spiracles- at that time the insect 

needs more oxygen. 

Ranatra has performed a greater feat than the Phasmid by 

achieving resemblance to a stick yet at the same time retaining its 

Wings which some of the walking-sticks have lost . There is an in

teresting device- found also in other aquatic insects- for protect

ing the posterior wings from water . The anterior wings, one of 

Which folds over the other at the apex, fit so securely over the 

posterior thet they completely conceal and protect the functional 
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wings underneath. They are fastened in a curious way . A pair 

of button-like projections on the sides of the thorax (Plate IV, 

B) slide into depressions on the wings much as a glove button 

works , making a very secure clasp. It is important that the 

posterior wings should not be wetted; and this button clasp ar

rangement for fastening the wings provides the necessary safe

guard against the entrance of water into the air chamber in 

which the hind wings lie . The pressure of water on the out-

side keeps the air from escap iiig. 

Ada.ptatiotl3 such as these are curiously interesting, but 

there is nothing very remarkable in the fact that these aquat io 

insects are well adapted. They must of necessity be modified to 

live in an environment so different from their original terres

trial one. Those that failed to become differentiated must have 

been eliminated early in the history of the insect invasion of 

the waters. Again, unless the structural modifications of such 

an insect as Ranatra had kept ace with its habits, it would eith

er have been forced to alter its habits or altogether abandon the 

struggle of life. The waiting instinct is a good enough control

ling element for an in sect that is iell-nigh indistinguishable 

from adjoining vegetation when at rest. But if one can imagine 

such an instinct becoming dominant in the conspicuous Hydro hil

us, for example , it is easy to believe that the s- ecies v.uuld 

oon cease to exist unless its structure were to undergo a great 

transformation. 



Summa;y and Conclusions. 

1. The general responses of the water-scorpion all show 

the complete dominance of the instinct for concealment and in

activity. 

2 . Contrary to what was formerly supposed, the Ranatra 

comes to shore habitually both for renewal of air supply and 

for flight. 

3 . The phenomenon of deceptive quiet exhibited when Ran-

atra is in the water , may be coLsidered as a reaction due to 

fear; and is in a.cco rd with the general responses as indicat

ing dependence upon concealment. 

4 . The extremely developed death-feigning instinct noticed 

when Ranatra is out of water is of benefit to it at this time 

in rendering it more inconspicuous. It is probably a reaction 

siuilar to that of deceptive quiet- evincing a greater degree 

of fear than that shown by the latter. 
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5. The marked phototactic responses ffhich are only given 

when Ranatra is out of the water are apparently a reversal of 

the genera: habit of inactivity of the insect . They are close

ly connected with the periodic functioning of the instinct for 

distribution and reproduction. The reaction to light is of 

great benefit at the time when the Ra.natra comes to ~.tore in 

response to this instinct, in guiding it into other ponds and 

streams. 

6. Structurally the Ranatra shows almost perfect ada ta-

tion to its mode of life. Its general resemblance to the vega-
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to.tion in which it lives affords it protection from enemies and 

aid in securing its ovm prey. It is these structural modifi

cations which make it possible for the inactive Ranatra to live 

i n a community of other insects which are active but differently 

e quil-'P ed. 
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Plate III 

Grasping Leg 
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Thorax - Dorsal As ect - in g..,. Removed 

B. Anterior Wing - Ventral View. 
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